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Artificial Intelligence Techniques
2012-12-06

the purpose of artificial intelligence techniques a comprehensive cata logue is to promote interaction between
members of the ai community it does this by announcing the existence of ai techniques and acting as a pointer
into the literature thus the ai community has access to a common extensional definition of the field which
promotes a common terminology discourages the reinvention of wheels and acts as a clearing house for ideas
and algorithms i am grateful to the impressive group of ai experts who have contributed the many descriptions
of ai techniques which go to make up this catalogue they have managed to distill a very wide knowledge of ai
into a very compact form the catalogue is a reference work providing a quick guide to the ai tech niques
available for different tasks intentionally it only provides a brief de scription of each technique with no extended
discussion of its historical origin or how it has been used in particular ai programs

Catalogue of Artificial Intelligence Techniques
2012-12-06

the purpose of the catalogue of artificial intelligence techniques is to promote interaction between members of
the ai community it does this by announcing the existence of ai techniques and acting as a pointer into the
literature thus the ai community will have access to a common extensional definition of the field which will
promote a common terminology discourage the reinvention of wheels and act as a clearing house for ideas and
algorithms the catalogue is a reference work providing a quick guide to the ai techniques available for different
jobs it is not intended to be a textbook like the artificial intelligence handbook intentionally it only provides a
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brief description of each technique with no extended discussion of its historical origin or how it has been used in
particular ai programs the original version of the catalogue was hastily built in 1983 as part of the uk serc doi
ikbs architecture study it was adopted by the uk alvey programme and during the life of the programme was
both circulated to alvey grant holders in hard copy form and maintained as an on line document a version
designed for the international community was published as a paperback by springer verlag all these versions
have undergone constant revision and refinement springer verlag has agreed to reprint the catalogue at
frequent intervals in order to keep it up to date and this is the third edition of their paperback version

Artificial Intelligence Techniques
1965

artificial intelligence techniques in prolog introduces the reader to the use of well established algorithmic
techniques in the field of artificial intelligence ai with prolog as the implementation language the techniques
considered cover general areas such as search rule based systems and truth maintenance as well as constraint
satisfaction and uncertainty management specific application domains such as temporal reasoning machine
learning and natural language are also discussed comprised of 10 chapters this book begins with an overview of
prolog paying particular attention to prolog terms and rules and prolog facts as special cases unification the and
or computation tree induced by a prolog program and a query the depth first left to right traversal of that tree
by the standard prolog interpreter and built in predicates such as unification and equality subsequent chapters
deal with search and representation of graphs in prolog backward chaining methods truth maintenance systems
and constraint satisfaction reasoning with uncertainty planning and temporal reasoning and machine learning
are also tackled the book concludes with an assessment of natural language processing and some of the
linguistic notions that are easily encoded in prolog this monograph will be of interest to both students and
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practitioners in the fields of ai and computer science

Artificial Intelligence Techniques in Prolog
2014-05-12

this book gathers selected papers from artificial intelligence and industrial applications a2ia 2020 the first
installment of an annual international conference organized by ensam meknes at moulay ismail university
morocco the 29 papers presented here were carefully reviewed and selected from 141 submissions by an
international scientific committee they address various aspects of artificial intelligence such as digital twin
multiagent systems deep learning image processing and analysis control prediction modeling optimization and
design as well as ai applications in industry health energy agriculture and education the book is intended for ai
experts offering them a valuable overview and global outlook for the future and highlights a wealth of
innovative ideas and recent important advances in ai applications both of a foundational and practical nature it
will also appeal to non experts who are curious about this timely and important subject

Artificial Intelligence and Industrial Applications
2020-07-18

for decades optimization methods such as fuzzy logic artificial neural networks firefly simulated annealing and
tabu search have been capable of handling and tackling a wide range of real world application problems in
society and nature analysts have turned to these problem solving techniques in the event during natural
disasters and chaotic systems research the handbook of research on artificial intelligence techniques and
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algorithms highlights the cutting edge developments in this promising research area this premier reference
work applies meta heuristics optimization mo techniques to real world problems in a variety of fields including
business logistics computer science engineering and government this work is particularly relevant to
researchers scientists decision makers managers and practitioners

Handbook of Research on Artificial Intelligence Techniques and
Algorithms
2014-11-30

transforming management using artificial intelligence techniques redefines management practices using
artificial intelligence ai by providing a new approach it offers a detailed well illustrated treatment of each topic
with examples and case studies and brings the exciting field to life by presenting a substantial and robust
introduction to ai in a clear and concise manner it provides a deeper understanding of how the relevant aspects
of ai impact each other s efficacy for better output it s a reliable and accessible one step resource that
introduces ai presents a full examination of applications provides an understanding of the foundations examines
education powered by ai entertainment home and service robots healthcare re imagined predictive policing
space exploration and so much more all within the realm of ai this book will feature uncovering new and
innovative features of ai and how it can help in raising economic efficiency at both micro and macro levels both
the literature and practical aspects of ai and its uses this book summarizing key concepts at the end of each
chapter to assist reader comprehension case studies of tried and tested approaches to resolutions of typical
problems ideal for both teaching and general knowledge purposes this book will also simply provide the topic of
ai for the readers aspiring researchers and practitioners involved in management and computer science so they
can obtain a high level of understanding of ai and managerial applications
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Transforming Management Using Artificial Intelligence Techniques
2020-11-06

develops insights into solving complex problems in engineering biomedical sciences social science and
economics based on artificial intelligence some of the problems studied are in interstate conflict credit scoring
breast cancer diagnosis condition monitoring wine testing image processing and optical character recognition
the author discusses and applies the concept of flexibly bounded rationality which prescribes that the bounds in
nobel laureate herbert simon s bounded rationality theory are flexible due to advanced signal processing
techniques moore s law and artificial intelligence artificial intelligence techniques for rational decision making
examines and defines the concepts of causal and correlation machines and applies the transmission theory of
causality as a defining factor that distinguishes causality from correlation it develops the theory of rational
counterfactuals which are defined as counterfactuals that are intended to maximize the attainment of a
particular goal within the context of a bounded rational decision making process furthermore it studies four
methods for dealing with irrelevant information in decision making theory of the marginalization of irrelevant
information principal component analysis independent component analysis automatic relevance determination
method in addition it studies the concept of group decision making and various ways of effecting group decision
making within the context of artificial intelligence rich in methods of artificial intelligence including rough sets
neural networks support vector machines genetic algorithms particle swarm optimization simulated annealing
incremental learning and fuzzy networks this book will be welcomed by researchers and students working in
these areas
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Artificial Intelligence Techniques for Rational Decision Making
2014-10-20

this book presents different techniques and methodologies that used to help improve the decision making
process and increase the likelihood of success in sector as follows agriculture financial services logistics energy
services health and others this book collects and consolidates innovative and high quality research contributions
regarding the implementation techniques and methodologies applied in different industrial sectors the scope is
to disseminate current trends knowledge in the implementation of artificial intelligence techniques and
methodologies in different fields as follows supply chain business intelligence e commerce social media and
others the book contents are useful for ph d ph d students master and undergraduate students and professional
and students in industrial engineering computer science information systems data analytics and others

Artificial Intelligence Techniques
1996-10-01

the book is a collection of high quality peer reviewed innovative research papers from the international
conference on signals machines and automation sigma 2018 held at netaji subhas institute of technology nsit
delhi india the conference offered researchers from academic and industry the opportunity to present their
original work and exchange ideas information techniques and applications in the field of computational
intelligence artificial intelligence and machine intelligence the book is divided into two volumes discussing a
wide variety of industrial engineering and scientific applications of the emerging techniques
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New Perspectives on Enterprise Decision-Making Applying
Artificial Intelligence Techniques
2021-06-07

computational intelligence paradigms have attracted the growing interest of researchers scientists engineers
and application engineers in a number of everyday applications these applications are not limited to any
particular field and include engineering business banking and consumer electronics computational intelligence
paradigms include artificial intelligence artificial neural networks fuzzy systems and evolutionary computing
artificial neural networks can mimic the biological information processing mechanism in a very limited sense
evolutionary computing algorithms are used for optimisation applications and fuzzy logic provides a basis for
representing uncertain and imprecise knowledge practical applications of computational intelligence techniques
contains twelve chapters providing actual application of these techniques in the real world such examples
include but are not limited to intelligent household appliances aerial spray models industrial applications and
medical diagnostics and practice this book will be useful to researchers practicing engineers scientists and
students who are interested in developing practical applications in a computational intelligence environment

Applications of Artificial Intelligence Techniques in Engineering
2018-09-28

artificial intelligence techniques in iot sensor networks is a technical book which can be read by researchers
academicians students and professionals interested in artificial intelligence ai sensor networks and internet of
things iot this book is intended to develop a shared understanding of applications of ai techniques in the present
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and near term the book maps the technical impacts of ai technologies applications and their implications on the
design of solutions for sensor networks this text introduces researchers and aspiring academicians to the latest
developments and trends in ai applications for sensor networks in a clear and well organized manner it is mainly
useful for research scholars in sensor networks and ai techniques in addition professionals and practitioners
working on the design of real time applications for sensor networks may benefit directly from this book
moreover graduate and master s students of any departments related to ai iot and sensor networks can find this
book fascinating for developing expert systems or real time applications this book is written in a simple and
easy language discussing the fundamentals which relieves the requirement of having early backgrounds in the
field from this expectation and experience many libraries will be interested in owning copies of this work

Practical Applications of Computational Intelligence Techniques
2012-12-06

this book is to presents and evaluates a way of modelling and optimizing nonlinear rfid network planning rnp
problems using artificial intelligence techniques it uses artificial neural network models ann to bind together the
computational artificial intelligence algorithm with knowledge representation an efficient artificial intelligence
paradigm to model and optimize rfid networks this effort leads to proposing a novel artificial intelligence
algorithm which has been named hybrid artificial intelligence optimization technique to perform optimization of
rnp as a hard learning problem this hybrid optimization technique consists of two different optimization phases
first phase is optimizing rnp by redundant antenna elimination rae algorithm and the second phase which
completes rnp optimization process is ring probabilistic logic neural networks rplnn the hybrid paradigm is
explored using a flexible manufacturing system fms and the results are compared with well known evolutionary
optimization technique namely genetic algorithm ga to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed architecture
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successfully

Artificial Intelligence Techniques in Language Learning
1989

an introduction to artificial intelligence knowledge representation languages and prolog

Artificial Intelligence Techniques in IoT Sensor Networks
2020-12-18

this book features a collection of high quality research papers presented at the international conference on
advanced computing technology icact 2020 held at the srm institute of science and technology chennai india on
23 24 january 2020 it covers the areas of computational intelligence artificial intelligence machine learning
deep learning big data and applications of artificial intelligence in networking iot and bioinformatics

Applications of Artificial Intelligence Techniques in Industry 4.0
2018-09-25

in recent years the use of artificial intelligence ai techniques has been greatly increased the term intelligence
seems to be a must in a large number of european and international project calls ai techniques have been used
in almost any domain application oriented systems usually incorporate some kind of intelligence by using
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techniques stemming from intelligent search knowledge representation machine learning knowledge discovery
intelligent agents computational intelligence etc the workshop on applications with artificial intelligence seeks
for quality papers on computer applications that incorporate some kind of ai technique the objective of the
workshop was to bring together scientists engineers and practitioners who work on designing or developing
applications that use intelligent techniques or work on intelligent techniques and apply them to application
domains like medicine biology education etc to present and discuss their research works and exchange ideas in
this book

Introduction to Artificial Intelligence Techniques
1985

the purpose of this catalogue is to promote interaction between members of the ai community it will do this by
announcing the existence of ai techniques and portable software and acting as a pointer into the literature thus
the ai community wili have access to a common extensional definition of the field which will promote a common
terminology discourage the reinvention of wheels and act as a clearing house for ideas and software the
cataiogue is a reference work providing a quick guide to the ai tools available for different jobs it is not intended
to be a textbook like the artificial intelligence handbook it intentionally only provides a brief description of each
tool with no extended discussion of the historical origin of the tool or how it has been used in particular ai
programs the focus is on techniques abstracted from their historical origins the original version of the catalogue
was hastily built in 1983 as part of the uk serc dol ikbs architecture study lkbs architecture study 831 it has now
been adopted by the serc specially promoted programme in ikbs and is kept as an on line document undergoing
constant revision and refinement and published as a paperback by springer verlag
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Artificial Intelligence Techniques for Advanced Computing
Applications
2020-07-23

the book is a collection of high quality peer reviewed innovative research papers from the international
conference on signals machines and automation sigma 2018 held at netaji subhas institute of technology nsit
delhi india the conference offered researchers from academic and industry the opportunity to present their
original work and exchange ideas information techniques and applications in the field of computational
intelligence artificial intelligence and machine intelligence the book is divided into two volumes discussing a
wide variety of industrial engineering and scientific applications of the emerging techniques

Tools and Applications with Artificial Intelligence
2009-01-17

this book collects perceptions and needs expectations and experiences concerning the application of artificial
intelligence ai and machine learning in the steel sector it contains a selection of themes discussed within the
workshop entitled impact and opportunities of artificial intelligence in the steel industry organized by the
european steel technology platform as an online event from october 15 until november 5 2020 the event aimed
at analyzing the diffusion of ai technologies in steelworks and at providing indications for future research
development and innovation actions addressing the sector demands the chapters treat general analyses on
transversal themes and applications for process optimization product quality enhancement yield increase
optimal exploitation of resources and smart data handling the book is devoted to researchers and technicians in
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the steel or ai fields as well as for managers and policymakers exploring the opportunities provided by ai in
industry

Catalogue of Artificial Intelligence Tools
2012-12-06

this book focuses on the various challenges arising in power systems and how ai techniques help to overcome
such challenges this book examines various important areas of power system analysis and the implementation
of ai driven analysis techniques multiple ai techniques are explained as well as their application

Applications of Artificial Intelligence Techniques in Engineering
2018-09-18

bioinformatics is contributing to some of the most important advances in medicine and biology at the forefront
of this exciting new subject are techniques known as artificial intelligence which are inspired by the way in
which nature solves the problems it faces this book provides a unique insight into the complex problems of
bioinformatics and the innovative solutions which make up intelligent bioinformatics intelligent bioinformatics
requires only rudimentary knowledge of biology bioinformatics or computer science and is aimed at interested
readers regardless of discipline three introductory chapters on biology bioinformatics and the complexities of
search and optimisation equip the reader with the necessary knowledge to proceed through the remaining eight
chapters each of which is dedicated to an intelligent technique in bioinformatics the book also contains many
links to software and information available on the internet in academic journals and beyond making it an
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indispensable reference for the intelligent bioinformatician intelligent bioinformatics will appeal to all
postgraduate students and researchers in bioinformatics and genomics as well as to computer scientists
interested in these disciplines and all natural scientists with large data sets to analyse

Impact and Opportunities of Artificial Intelligence Techniques in
the Steel Industry
2021-02-04

artificial intelligence techniques for networked manufacturing enterprises management addresses prominent
concepts and applications of ai technologies in the management of networked manufacturing enterprises the
aim of this book is to align latest practices innovation and case studies with academic frameworks and theories
where ai techniques are used efficiently for networked manufacturing enterprises more specifically it includes
the latest research results and projects at different levels addressing quick response system theoretical
performance analysis performance and capability demonstration the role of emerging ai technologies in the
modelling evaluation and optimisation of networked enterprises activities at different decision levels is also
covered artificial intelligence techniques for networked manufacturing enterprises management is a valuable
guide for postgraduates and researchers in industrial engineering computer science automation and operations
research

Handbook of Research on Artificial Intelligence Techniques and
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Algorithms, Vol 2
2015-01-20

the purpose of this volume is to present current work of the intelligent computer graphics community a
community growing up year after year indeed if at the beg ning of computer graphics the use of artificial
intelligence techniques was quite unknown more and more researchers all over the world are nowadays
interested in intelligent techniques allowing substantial improvements of traditional computer graphics methods
the other main contribution of intelligent techniques in computer graphics is to allow invention of completely
new methods often based on automation of a lot of tasks assumed in the past by the user in an imprecise and
human time consuming manner the history of research in computer graphics is very edifying at the beginning
due to the slowness of computers in the years 1960 the unique research concern was visualisation the purpose
of computer graphics researchers was to find new visua sation algorithms less and less time consuming in order
to reduce the enormous time required for visualisation a lot of interesting algorithms were invented during
these first years of research in computer graphics the scenes to be displayed were very simple because the
computing power of computers was very low so scene modelling was not necessary and scenes were designed
directly by the user who had to give co ordinates of vertices of scene polygons

Handbook of Research on Artificial Intelligence Techniques and
Algorithms, Vol 1
2015-01-20

this book highlights recent advances in computational intelligence for signal processing computing imaging
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artificial intelligence and their applications it offers support for researchers involved in designing decision
support systems to promote the societal acceptance of ambient intelligence and presents the latest research on
diverse topics in intelligence technologies with the goal of advancing knowledge and applications in this rapidly
evolving field as such it offers a valuable resource for researchers developers and educators whose work
involves recent advances and emerging technologies in computational intelligence

Artificial Intelligence Techniques in Power Systems Operations
and Analysis
2023-08-16

use machine learning and oracle business intelligence enterprise edition obiee as a comprehensive bi solution
this book follows a when to why to and how to approach to explain the key steps involved in utilizing the
artificial intelligence components now available for a successful obiee implementation oracle business
intelligence with machine learning covers various technologies including using oracle obiee r enterprise spatial
maps and machine learning for advanced visualization and analytics the machine learning material focuses on
learning representations of input data suitable for a given prediction problem this book focuses on the practical
aspects of implementing machine learning solutions using the rich oracle bi ecosystem the primary objective of
this book is to bridge the gap between the academic state of the art and the industry state of the practice by
introducing you to machine learning with obiee what you will learn see machine learning in obiee master the
fundamentals of machine learning and how it pertains to bi and advanced analytics gain an introduction to
oracle r enterprise discover the practical considerations of implementing machine learning with obiee who this
book is for analytics managers bi architects and developers and data scientists
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Intelligent Bioinformatics
2005-12-13

this book constitutes the proceedings of the 8th hellenic conference on artificial intelligence setn 2014 held in
ioannina greece in may 2014 there are 34 regular papers out of 60 submissions in addition 5 submissions were
accepted as short papers and 15 papers were accepted for four special sessions they deal with emergent topics
of artificial intelligence and come from the setn main conference as well as from the following special sessions
on action languages theory and practice computational intelligence techniques for bio signal analysis and
evaluation game artificial intelligence multimodal recommendation systems and their applications to tourism

Artificial Intelligence Techniques for Networked Manufacturing
Enterprises Management
2012-09-07

this new volume presents a range of techniques that aim to enhance the operation of human resource
management by applying state of the art artificial intelligence technology with illustrative case studies the
volume uses examples from several real life problems and includes their possible solutions using advanced ai
technology the book explores the confluence of smart computing and traditional businesses to foster
productivity profitability and prosperity and goes on to apply ai techniques in the recruitment process with
enterprise resource planning management software for manpower optimization systems in colleges for creating
uniformity in hrm across organizations for creating conflicting strategy management techniques and more one
pandemicrelated chapter discusses the use of radio frequency based technology for monitoring social distancing
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Artificial Intelligence Techniques for Computer Graphics
2008-10-02

artificial intelligence illuminated presents an overview of the background and history of artificial intelligence
emphasizing its importance in today s society and potential for the future the book covers a range of ai
techniques algorithms and methodologies including game playing intelligent agents machine learning genetic
algorithms and artificial life material is presented in a lively and accessible manner and the author focuses on
explaining how ai techniques relate to and are derived from natural systems such as the human brain and
evolution and explaining how the artificial equivalents are used in the real world each chapter includes student
exercises and review questions and a detailed glossary at the end of the book defines important terms and
concepts highlighted throughout the text

Advances in Computational Intelligence Techniques
2021-02-21

this book focuses on the most well regarded and recent nature inspired algorithms capable of solving
optimization problems with multiple objectives firstly it provides preliminaries and essential definitions in multi
objective problems and different paradigms to solve them it then presents an in depth explanations of the
theory literature review and applications of several widely used algorithms such as multi objective particle
swarm optimizer multi objective genetic algorithm and multi objective greywolf optimizer due to the simplicity
of the techniques and flexibility readers from any field of study can employ them for solving multi objective
optimization problem the book provides the source codes for all the proposed algorithms on a dedicated
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webpage

Oracle Business Intelligence with Machine Learning
2017-12-18

this is an open access book the focus of the conference is to provide a unique platform for exchange of ideas
and synergy among researchers academicians and industrial experts across the globe belonging to emerging
electrical engineering domains it also provides a premier platform for the people to present and discuss the
most recent innovations and solutions in solving complex and challenging problems related to intelligent
electrical engineering systems such a blend of various research oriented minds will lead to productive results
and further advancements in electrical engineering research the book invites submission of novel recent area of
innovation and previously unpublished research work idea in the field of modern applications of artificial
intelligence techniques to electrical engineering systems the applications of artificial intelligence related to
various fields of electrical engineering are mentioned in the conference tracks the conference is meant to
discuss the challenges and applications of latest evolutionary computing techniques neural networks fuzzy logic
machine learning and data analytics in the fields of power systems power electronics robotics automation
instrumentation control systems mechatronics and photonics it provides a platform to the students researchers
scientists faculty members professionals and practitioners to interact present and get innovative ideas in the
field of electrical engineering as a part of aitees 2022 many keynote sessions are planned to enhance the
research and innovation skills of participants eminent professors from academic institutions and world
renowned industrial experts from india and abroad will deliver keynote sessions
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Artificial Intelligence: Methods and Applications
2014-05-23

included in this volume are papers presented at the first international conference on the application of artificial
intelligence to civil structural engineering 19 21 september 1989 london

Artificial Intelligence Techniques in Human Resource Management
2023-08-18

in the industry of manufacturing and design one major constraint has been enhancing operating performance
using less time as technology continues to advance manufacturers are looking for better methods in predicting
the condition and residual lifetime of electronic devices in order to save repair costs and their reputation
intelligent systems are a solution for predicting the reliability of these components however there is a lack of
research on the advancements of this smart technology within the manufacturing industry ai techniques for
reliability prediction for electronic components provides emerging research exploring the theoretical and
practical aspects of prediction methods using artificial intelligence and machine learning in the manufacturing
field featuring coverage on a broad range of topics such as data collection fault tolerance and health
prognostics this book is ideally designed for reliability engineers electronic engineers researchers scientists
students and faculty members seeking current research on the advancement of reliability analysis using ai
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Artificial Intelligence Illuminated
2004

the abundance of information and increase in computing power currently enable researchers to tackle highly
complicated and challenging computational problems solutions to such problems are now feasible using
advances and innovations from the area of artificial intelligence the general focus of the aiai conference is to
provide insights on how artificial intelligence may be applied in real world situations and serve the study
analysis and modeling of theoretical and practical issues this volume contains papers selected for presentation
at the 6th ifip conference on artificial intelligence applications and innovations aiai 2010 and held in larnaca
cyprus during october 6 7 2010 ifip aiai 2010 was co organized by the university of cyprus and the cyprus
university of technology and was sponsored by the cyprus university of technology frederick university and the
cyprus tourism organization aiai 2010 is the official conference of the wg12 5 artificial intel gence applications
working group of ifip tc12 the international federation for information processing technical committee on
artificial intelligence ai aiai is a conference that grows in significance every year attracting researchers from
different countries around the globe it maintains high quality standards and welcomes research papers
describing technical advances and engineering and ind trial applications of intelligent systems aiai 2010 was not
confined to introducing how ai may be applied in real life situations but also included innovative methods
techniques tools and ideas of ai expressed at the algorithmic or systemic level

Multi-Objective Optimization using Artificial Intelligence
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Techniques
2019-07-24

this book presents recently developed intelligent techniques with applications and theory in the area of
engineering management the involved applications of intelligent techniques such as neural networks fuzzy sets
tabu search genetic algorithms etc will be useful for engineering managers postgraduate students researchers
and lecturers the book has been written considering the contents of a classical engineering management book
but intelligent techniques are used for handling the engineering management problem areas this
comprehensive characteristics of the book makes it an excellent reference for the solution of complex problems
of engineering management the authors of the chapters are well known researchers with their previous works in
the area of engineering management

Proceedings of the International Conference on Artificial
Intelligence Techniques for Electrical Engineering Systems
(AITEES 2022)
2023-02-10
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Artificial Intelligence Techniques and Applications for Civil and
Structural Engineers
1989

AI Techniques for Reliability Prediction for Electronic Components
2019-12-06

Artificial Intelligence Applications and Innovations
2010-09-21

Intelligent Techniques in Engineering Management
2015-05-05
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An Application of Selected Artificial Intelligence Techniques to
Engineering Analysis [microform]
1989

Implementing Japanese AI Techniques
1990
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